Improving the high-performance inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry methodology through exact matching.
Exact matching is investigated as a means of improving high-performance inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (HP-ICP-OES), a technique developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to enable elemental determinations with relative expanded uncertainty of approximately 0.2% expressed at 95% confidence. "Exact matching" refers to the very careful matching of analyte mass fractions, internal standard mass fractions, and matrix compositions among the calibration and unknown sample solutions prepared for an analysis. Computer spreadsheet modeling results and laboratory data involving 16 pairs of analyte and internal standard wavelengths show that exact matching of analyte and internal standard mass fractions mitigates imprecision and bias that can be caused by even subtle nonlinearity in the ICP-OES instrument response. Laboratory experiments also demonstrate matrix effects caused by small variations in acid composition and by mass fractions of Na less than 4 mg kg(-1), emphasizing the need for exact matching of matrix compositions. HP-ICP-OES analyses performed at NIST with and without exact matching illustrate that exact matching enables relative expanded uncertainties to be halved to approximately 0.1%.